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SEA Releases New absMessage Web Interface
for Managed Services Providers
Service Points interface enables MSP's to easily monitor and manage system
activity and critical resources across multiple clients.

GARDEN CITY, N.Y., January 8, 2019 (Newswire.com) -

Software Engineering of America, a leading vendor of IBM i

Automation, Monitoring & Security solutions, announces the

release of a new web interface, for use by managed service

providers, within the leading IBM i Message and Resource monitoring solution, absMessage.

The new Service Points web interface in absMessage provides a console that leverages the latest web

technology to allow Managed Services Providers to efficiently manage and monitor systems and

critical resource activities for their growing customer base. This includes the ability to customize a

number of functions, such as categorizing and grouping systems by specific clients, and more.

SEA’s new Service Points interface was developed to support the growing number of MSP’s SEA has

been working within the IBM i marketplace, many of which use absMessage to monitor their client

systems and partitions.

“SEA’s Managed Service Provider model has seen great adoption, and as part of its commitment to its

partners, it prioritized development of the new interface. Service Points is based on direct feedback

from our MSP partners and provides them with an intuitive, easy to use interface to support their

business in managing IBM i infrastructure for customers. The new web interface dramatically

improves the ability of MSP’s to identify critical issues and respond to them in real time,” says Jatin

Thakker, SEA’s Chief Operating Officer.

Click Here to learn more information on SEA’s absMessage Service Points interface for MSP’s 

About SEA - Software Engineering of America

Established in 1982, Software Engineering of America (SEA) has built a global reputation as a leading

provider of solutions on the IBM i and IBM z Systems. With products licensed at over 10,000 data

centers worldwide, SEA’s customers include 9 of the Fortune 10 and over 90% of the Fortune 500.

SEA offers solutions for enterprises to manage security, automate operations, and react to changing

conditions on the IBM i. SEA’s solutions for the IBM i (AS/400) include applications for job scheduling,

message, and resource monitoring, as well as a suite of IBM i security solutions providing end to end
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coverage for compliance, intrusion prevention & detection, auditing, encryption, user authority

management, IBM i anti-virus protection and more.

Learn more at www.seasoft.com

Follow SEA on LinkedIn to stay up to date with company news and announcements.
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